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From the Editor

Contents
Editorial

We at times have mentioned in the Visitor the failure of
the Brethren in Christ to produce many writers. We have
pointed out the loss which this has been to the church.
A swallow does not make a spring but there are signs of
change. I am presently in the midst of writing portions of
the teachers' guides for Owen Alderfer's book Called to
Obedience. (Pastors should have received copies of the text
by the time they read this). I have on my desk four
chapters of the fourth Heritage book. This book on the
mission of the church is being written by Harvey Sider. I
have been directed to contact a writer for "Book Five" of
the Heritage series. This one will be a doctrinal study.
Elsewhere in this issue the reader will find a report on
the writers' orientation for the Foundation Curriculum.
There are four Brethren in Christ writers in this
curriculum project. I have manuscripts on my desk for use
in a special insert in the Visitor. These manuscripts are a
result of the Brethren in Christ Pastors' Day at Messiah
College in which the Wesleyan-Anabaptist Synthesis was
highlighted.
I recently attended the final session of a course in
creative writing provided by Messiah College at the
Lancaster Church. Seven of the twenty-one enrolled in the
course were Brethren in Christ. The lead article in the May
25 issue of the Visitor represents some of the results of that
course. There is more to come.
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The major articles in this issue come from the pens of
Brethren in Christ or those closely associated. Joe Haines,
who writes the lead article, is a former member of the
Pleasant Hill, Ohio, congregation. Marjorie Cooney has
worshiped with the Bridlewood congregation, Toronto.
W. O. Winger, beind dead, yet speaks to us through
writings he left us. We turn to one within our denomination for a word on Sunday school growth. The mission
articles come from the pens (or typewriters) of missionaires and nationals. Wesley Smeal, whose communion
poem appears on page 16 was interim minister at the
Colyer congregation when the poem was written.
I am scheduled to meet with a committee responsible to
prepare membership instruction material. A history of
Upland College has been written by Dr. Morris Sider. A
history of Messiah College has been commissioned. Dr.
Carlton Wittlinger's hsitory of the Brethren in Christ
nears completion.
If there is a weakness in all of this, it is the absence of
theological and ecclesiological books written by individuals out of a sense of "burden." Commissioned books
are needful and serve their purpose. But they are obviously
limited in their ministry. We need books with more
breadth, depth and longevity than is possible with commissioned curriculum writings.
Hopefully what we are now seeing portends a new
expression of Brethren in Christ witness — serious
theological and prophetic books as well as devotional and
nurture works which speak not only to the Brethren in
Christ but also to the wider Christian community.
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Editorial
T h e Conversion
of the Second Generation
W E ARE a people of two testaments. When we seek
patterns of religious instruction within the family unit and
the religious community we usually turn to the Old. When
we seek the meaning of conversion and the means of
evangelism we turn to the New. This is proper but not
easy. I wonder if we have come to grips with the problems
and the tensions which this two testament approach brings.
How do we apply the patterns of nurture, suitable to a
birthright faith, to the Christian faith which calls for
radical decision?
The New Testament does not give very definite treatment of the nurture and conversion of children in the
setting of a second and third generation Christian community. This is understandable. The New Testament
Church was a first generation church. The issues to which
the epistles spoke were first generation issues. Now second
and third generation Christians have some of the same
problems. But they have another problem, substantive in
nature, which a first generation church does not have.
What is the unique characteristic of a conversion experience for a child or a youth who has been brought up in
the Christian community?
This second generation Christian has been taught to
practice the Christian rituals — prayer, thanksgiving, the
tithe, confession, and worship. He has been taught to
practice the Christian virtues of honesty, charity, purity,
obedience, respect, contrition and confession. His biblical
knowledge is commendable and his understanding of
Christian doctrine is acceptable. He has been taught to
love Jesus — and indeed does — since earliest memory. In
fact, he may live a more Christian life than many
Christians. What lacks he yet?
We are not prepared to give up one — nurture or
evangelism — for the other. To do so would be disasterous. The mortality rate is too high for those who deemphasize nurture with the intent that thereby conversion
would be more dramatic and meaningful. The results are
equally tragic when nurture is substituted for evangelism
and it is assumed that conversion will occur automatically.
Wisdom calls for us to hold both; to be biblical in our
understanding of conversion and judicious in our method.
Two observations in this connection are appropriate.
We need to distinguish between religious experience and
the conversion experience. Children, as do adults, have a
variety of religious (spiritual) experiences. A child
associates his well-being with God's care and has warm
and positive feelings towards Him. The child prays and
identifies answers. He has fears that are quieted as he
trusts God. He experiences guilt and forgiveness. The child
worships and is caught up in the experience. He is asked if
he loves Jesus and affirms it by a raised hand or
enthusiastic singing.
These are religious — indeed Christian experiences —
but singly or all together they are not a conversion
experience.
Now, we do not assume that because a child does not
have an experience of conversion that he is lost. We do not
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find it necessary to administer the rite of infant baptism to
assure his eternal welfare. Nor should we substitute other
rites — such as raising of hands or the verbalizing of a
response out of a similar fear that prompts infant baptism.
We rightly assume that until a child is responsible and
accountable and can respond in repentance he is secure
under the gracious mercy of God.
There does come a point in the life of the child or youth
when he realizes (in spite of nurture and support) that he is
at cross purposes with God. The response to this awareness
is repentance from sin and a turning to Christ in
obedience. This is a crisis of the will. This response God
honors with new life. This we understand as conversion. It
is not only different in degree from other religious
experiences. It is different in kind.
In our nurture and evangelism we need to keep these two
experiences distinct. We do not depreciate the religious
experiences of children. We cherish them and build on
them. But we should not pour more meaning into them
than they can bear. To do so, does violence to the child and
to the New Testament understanding of conversion.
Our second concern is with our method.
There are many people in the life of a child who carry
responsibility for his spiritual well-being. There are the
parents, the pastor, the Sunday school teachers (four to ten
between the nursery and senior high). There are the club
leaders, the summer camp counselors and Bible teacher,
the VBS teachers, children workers at family camps and
General Conference.
It is generally assumed that these persons (at the
appropriate age of the child) will be alert to indications of
awareness of needs and a desire to respond to Christ's call.
Perhaps my fears are unfounded. Perhaps the facts are
that too few take their evangelistic responsibility seriously.
But I see the danger that without close communication
between those responsible, the call to conversion can
become so routine and repeated so often as to lose its
significance. The child is confused because we are.
The pastor carries a crucial responsibility in this area.
He is the one who relates to parents, teachers, and child.
He is most likely to be in the best position to counsel with
the child and the teacher or parents when an overt response
has been made or a need detected.
There is the temptation to arbitrarily set an age when
conversion responses are to be anticipated. (Here we turn
to the Old Testament). Or we use as our example a
child,who at an early age had a life changing experience
which had the marks of a conversion, and generalize from
it.
Children are persons. Persons are individuals. Individuals are different. Conversion is a major life changing
experience radically different from the religious experiences the child may have had. We need to understand
the uniqueness of this decision and the individuality of the
child. We should not encourage premature decisions. We
should not be blind to the eternal moment.
Z
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Joseph Haines
U U R WORLD is embroiled in change — change at
every level. Change in superficial things such as everchanging styles of clothing, cars, equipment, medicines.
Change in our relationships with people. Change in the
way people think.
Change is not only characteristic of the West. Nazareth
in Galilee, the obscure village where Jesus lived as a boy
and where our family now lives, is no longer a mere village.
Even one who returns to Nazareth after being gone five or
ten years hardly recognizes the old landmarks. Like
neighboring towns, Nazareth has completely changed its
face and character in wake of new buildings, better communications among Jewish and Arab residents, higher
levels of education, more sophisticated services. People's
demands and expectations have risen phenomenally.
Even in a fast-changing world Jesus Christ and His
gospel are constant. Christ's clarion call to proclaim the
kingdom of God which transcends time as well as racial
barriers, national borders, and class boundaries rings as
clearly today as when He lived in Galilee.
And it may be that as we see today a new awareness of
God's Spirit moving around the world, and a new sense
that He is bringing His Body together in a new and
wonderful way, we find ourselves on stage in the great
final, climactic hour of history with Jesus saying, "The
kingdom is at hand."
Determining Kingdom Priorities. Within the everchanging milieu in which we find ourselves, here and
everywhere, what then is our role as His servants in the
world? How are we here in Nazareth called to minister to
human needs? What are the priorities in Kingdom work?
Just as some methods of medical treatment become
obsolete, so our ways of ministry need to be continually
reexamined and adapted. We must avoid the pitfall of
thinking that because a method was appropriate 20 years
ago it will work today.
Yet to abandon the old and grab the new may be too
quick and simple. We must not be so overcome by the
changes around us and the immensity of the task of
presenting Christ that we either abandon any meaningful
attempt to present the gospel, or succomb to humanism. In
this day when Christian institutions that grew up during an
earlier colonial era are rightfully becoming more and more
suspect, the call to a redefinition and refocusing of our task
as Christ's servants is extremely important.
Evangelism has come to be defined in two opposing
ways. One stream maintains that the gospel must be preJoseph and Elaine Haines and their three children have been in Israel
since 1972, where he serves as chaplain of the Edinburgh
Medical
Missionary Society Hospital in Nazareth. Elaine, in addition to her
responsibilities
as wife and mother does frequent hostessing and occasional lecturing in nursing. They are serving under the
Mennonite
Board of Missions. Joe is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Haines, deacon
and wife of the Pleasant Hill Brethren in Christ congregation, Ohio. The
article was shared with the Visitor by the Mennonite Board for Missions.
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sented verbally; people should be confronted with a choice
— accept Christ or reject Him. So missions take the form
of preaching, personal evangelism, village work. The other
stream views evangelism as ministering to human needs.
Thus community development, school, relief work, and
medical services have been emphasized. One side accuses
the other of mere social gospel, while the other contends
that needs of the whole man are being ignored. This conflict of perspective was much in evidence, for example,
during the World Congress on Evangelization at
Lausanne, Switzerland, last summer.
Moving Beyond Polarity. Let us move beyond this
polarity that dulls our thurst, and define evangelism afresh
for our day. The gospel as it was proclaimed by Jesus and
experienced in the primitive church of the Acts involved
three dimensions. When any one of these aspects is absent
the gospel is not whole. As we consider our evangelistic
task we must understand and experience all three of the
New Testament ideas which embody this trilogy.
First is koinonia, the coming together of believers under
the lordship of Christ. This common life together, where
we are growing in concern and love for one another, brings
us to real fellowship in the Spirit. We see in Acts 2 the
dramatic transformation that took place in that first community of believers who came together out of a sense of
loss and weakness when their Lord was no longer in their
midst. The Spirit came to them as a worshipping, waiting
community on Pentecost and continued to minister to
them as they shared their life together in koinonia.
It was this fellowshipping community that equipped individual members to preach great sermons, serve as
deacons, heal the sick, exorcise demons, teach new believers. The community of God's people whether it be a
local church, a cell group, or a Christian hospital staff is to
be the gospel in action: people affirming lordship of Christ,
confessing to one another, supporting one another, caring
for one another's needs.
We here at Nazareth Christian Hospital have been
called together by God and what goes on among us when
we represent different backgrounds, nationalities and
denominations, is the good news. As we learn to love one^
another, forgive one another, as barriers between us
tumble and the Spirit flows among us, the gospel is in
action and we become a live proof and model of the power
of the gospel.
But the gospel is not only community, but also servanthood. One cannot understand Jesus and His mission
outside diakonia. The Servant that Isaiah anticipated was
realized in the incarnation, the ministry, and the death of
our Lord. And the early church empowered by the fire of
the Spirit was a ministering, serving fellowship, concerned
about human need, pain, poverty.
Diakonia, the service rendered to those within and without, is more than do-good-ism. There is all the difference
in the world between the social gospel and Spirit-inspired
Evangelical Visitor

and -motivated service. It is no mere chance that the first
martyr who declared so clearly the message of the risen
Christ before his executioners was a deacon, one chosen to
wait on tables, to care for the human needs of the suffering. The good news is that the Spirit of God can so grip a
life and revolutionize it that a man is willing to become a
servant of others.
The gospel as a complete whole is completed by
kerygma, the proclamation of the good news. I have
deliberately chosen their order because Christian missionaries have at times been too quick to proclaim and preach
and too slow to listen and feel. Too often we think evangelism is the declaration, the words and methods we use in
preaching and teaching. We must be ready to speak and
communicate the message of God's love for all in an idiom
that will be understood.
This calls for awareness of needs and thinking of people
among whom we work. But unless there is a community of
love where the gospel is being experienced and
demonstrated and unless there is a caring for people where
they are, our words are hollow and empty, yes even worse,
they are a shame to the gospel.
Community. Service. Proclamation. Community, unless
it is backed up by hands that take the towel and basin and

by lips that are about the task of communicating God's
redemptive work, can become an ingrown, self-centered
holiness club. Service, unless growing out of a worshipping, fellowshipping community and completed in declaring the message of the gospel is simply a social welfare
activity. And proclamation, unless inspired and directed
by the Spirit at work in a fellowship of believers, and
unless visualized by daily expression of service and caring
is only a "tinkling cymbal."
This treasure in our hands, the gospel of the living Jesus
in our midst, is too wonderful and too great to be limited
by our definitions and pigeon holes. What goes on therefore within our community and how we relate to one
another is as much the gospel as what we preach. How we
go about our service, and our caring for human need is as
much the gospel as what we mouth. But the Word must be
there in power and love. God save us from an evangelism
that is merely word, or only deed, or just lovely fellowship.
Jesus Himself is the best picture of this view of
evangelism. He who was the eternal Word of God, came
into our sphere of experience to be a servant, to work within a community of disciples, and then to speak the good
news of the kingdom of God.

I Remember Dad
Marjorie Cooney
T O G E T H E R N E S S was a part of our family life long
before the word was coined and in wide use by psychologists. During my farm childhood there were many
opportunities to work and play together and foster a close
relationship with each other. We didn't have the
"fragmented" lives we hear so much about today.
Sometimes our days were spent apart: Mother in the
house, Dad out in the fields, we at school. But evenings,
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays were full of togetherness.
Some of my earliest recollections of Daddy are his
romping on the floor with us after supper. We enjoyed a
little "roughhousing." The excitement was great anticipating playing Anagrams or Parchesi around the table
in blustery winter evenings, snacking on a freshly-made
dish of popcorn or peanuts. (Snacking in those days was
not frowned upon). As we grew older the games changed to
Crokinole or Monopoly, but the fellowship was always the
same. It was learning to ride a bike, with Dad running by
my side, baseball and hide and seek in summer.
I remember Dad was never a "pal" to us. This
philosophy came in after I was grown and away on my
own. Dad was an authority figure we children looked up to
and respected. Sure, I had a healthy fear of Dad, which is
an integral part of respect. He certainly wasn't a tryrant,
but we knew who was boss! He believed in using the "rod"
when we needed it, and we needed it! I deplore today's
tendency for Dad to come down to children's level. Who is
the child going to look up to if Dad is bringing himself
down to the level of a peer?
I remember that Dad was great at reading stories. Many
a storm-filled hour whistled by, but we were unaware; for
we were on a lonely island with Swiss Family Robinson, or
fending the panthers away from a forest cabin, or some
other enticing adventure. Also, the Bible was our storybook, and from its pages were learned the great spiritual
truths that are still a part of my life.
June 10, 1975

Dad and Mom were always there. "Security" wasn't a
spoken word at our house, but a felt pyschological reality.
They were on hand where there was need, never complaining about being too busy. Never an afternoon,
returning from school, when they weren't there to meet us.
Of course we were left alone on certain occasions as we
grew older, but this helped us learn responsibility. I had
confidence in Dad; this increased my love and confidence
in my Heavenly Father.
I remember that they were always helping the needy
round our doors, visiting the sick, and giving a cup of cold
water in Jesus' Name. He and Mom were deacons
appointed by our church; they took on many of the duties
and responsibilities that the pastor would care for today.
They received a great blessing from doing the Lord's work.
Yet we were never neglected while they were out helping
others. They spent much time in these ministrations during
our school hours.
Dad had only an elementary education but many of his
life values remain with me to this day. His higher
education came from the college of life and the school of
experience. His was a practical education which seemed to
accomplish just as much, if not more, than a formal
education. He wasn't great as most people count
greatness. His death wasn't headline news; just a small
item on the obituaries' page. He was not into politics,
wrote no books, wasn't known in professional circles. But
as God sees greatness, Dad would have qualified. Many
years ago he accepted Christ as Savior and was one of the
"faithful few" for fifty-four years.
Dad is dead physically, yet he lives. He lives now with
Jesus, and his influence, his values, his example, his
memories live on in me. His death has brought to mind
again the importance and responsibility of fatherhood. I
shall always remember Dad.
5

Gleanings from a Missionary's File
Early and Late Years
Troubled with stammering and
s t u t t e r i n g helped to m a k e me
backward and slow in yielding to God.
At seventeen I feared I was beyond
hope. I told the Lord that if He would
permit me to become a Christian I
would serve Him with every drop of
blood that was in me. Slowly I came
out of that miry clay and was established on the solid rock, Christ Jesus.
He called me to Africa. Many advised me (and I wanted) to take the
three year training course in Bible
School. But there was a great need for
a young man on the field right then.
And Bishop Steigerwald said I should
come. (There was much building to be
done at the Mtshabezi Girls' School.)
Our first term was ten years. Then a
furlough. Second term twelve and one
half, and third term eleven years. I had
been married to Abbie Bert in 1911 (a
missionary on furlough) at our
farewell meeting at Harrisburg.
For me personally I do want to
bring forth all the fruit for the Lord
possible down to old age. Flourishing
for the express purpose of magnifying
my Christ before a sin-sick world. The
greatest joy and satisfaction comes
from realizing you were among that
privileged company of whom Isaiah
and Paul said, "How beautiful are the
feet of them that preach the gospel of
peace and bring glad tidings of good
things." We humbly thank God for
any part we may have had in helping
to call out the truth of the angels'
song, "Glory to God in the highest and

on earth peace goodwill to man." Just
to be heralds of the full gospel which is
blessedly saving man from sin and
bringing them into the joy of the Lord.
It's such a satisfaction to look back
over seventy-six years and know I was
where the Lord wanted me.
/ wouldn't
exchange
for a
millionaire!

Romans 8:28
It seemed vey unfortunate that a
river flowed right by our Mtshabezi
Mission, for when flooded it was very
difficult to cross. It was impossible at
times for the children to come to
school. They and the teachers would
weep. So we just kept praying for a
bridge. When we talked to the road
engineer about it, he'd say "Forget it!"
One time I (Brother Winger) and
two lady missionaries, who were
teachers with typewriter and suitcases
needed to go to another mission for
special work. So we fixed the two
wheeled "Scotch Cart" with fourteen
oxen, two abreast, so some would get
across the river and get that cart
through. But on arrival in midstream,
over went the cart. Water was waist
deep. An African mother with baby on
her back was with us returning from
the hospital.
The Mission staff and students were
stunned as they watched us from the
bank. Some of the African boys came
in to help us. The sisters kept their
smile as they walked up to their room.
The 200 girls from the school helped
to get the clothes from their suitcases
dried and ironed. I told our road
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engineer, "We can't have our valuable
workers drowned when they must
cross the river to go about the Lord's
work in other areas."
Several weeks later they reported to
me that a car was stuck in the river.
When I rode my horse down I saw that
it was the assistant road engineer. He
said, "I suppose you are glad to see me
stuck here," to which I answered,
"I'm really not sorry!"
Our natives helped to pull the cart
out and we took him to the Mission
for dinner and gave him some cabbage
h e a d s f r o m our g a r d e n which
delighted him. Then he planned to
build a seven span bridge. This bridge
is a blessing to all the school children
and the people who come here to
church.
T h a t most blessed S c r i p t u r e
Romans 8:28 was fulfilled for us. It
was proved true!

MCC Cookbook

Luke L. Keefer, Jr.,
Ordained
The Free Grace congregation, where he
had grown up and spent his teen years, was
the setting for the Ordination Service for
Luke L. Keefer, Jr.
The service was held during the worship
hour, Sunday, March 23. The ordination
sermon was preached by Rev. Edgar
Keefer. Rev. Alden Long presented the
candidate for ordination by the Bishop of
the Atlantic Conference, Rev. C. B. Byers.
The charge to the minister was given by
Rev. John A. Fries.
Luke L. Keefer, Jr., is a graduate of
Messiah College and Asbury Theological
Seminary. He has a Masters degree from
Temple and is presently in a doctoral
program there.

Rev. Walter O. Winger (1883-1974)
was a missionary to Rhodesia from
1911-1947 and he continued to be a
missionary to the end. His mind and
heart were devoted to the missionary
task of the church. Among his expressions of this concern were brief articles
he would write, calling for righteousness on the part of Christians and missionary vision on the part of men. I can
almost hear him say, "Shame on you,
men, for letting the missionary task to
the women."
Brother Winger's files were entrusted to his good and long-time
f r i e n d s , Rev. a n d M r s . G r a y b i l l
Wolgemuth. They have made some of
Brother Winger's writings available to
the Visitor. We share two of these in this
issue.
The Editor

He has served five years with the Navajo
Brethren in Christ Mission, as assistant
pastor, Hummelstown Brethren in Christ
Church, and as pastor of the Stowe congregation. He is presently a part-time
instructor at Messiah College.
He is married to the former Doris
Bowman of the Manor Brethren in Christ
Church.

Brethren in C h r i s t w o m e n have
responded beautifully to the call for recipes
and helpful hints contributions to the
MCC cookbook which will feature high
protein, low cost foods. There were congregational and personal responses from at
least seventy-five persons and/or groups
adding up to more than three hundred
recipes. Thank you for your generous
sharing of your experiences.
The new cookbook is being compiled by
Doris Longacre at Akron and it will be
published early in 1976 by Herald Press. It
will be sold through regular bookstore
channels and will not be available through
the MCC Akron office. It is too early to
give a probable price for the spiral-bound
production. Look for it in your favorite
Christian Bookstore early in 1976. Thank
you for your help in having made this a
practical compilation of tried and tested
recipes.
—Miriam A. Bowers
to page eleven
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Religious News
Sentence in Child Abuse Case:
Read Bible, Describe Discipline
A 29-year-old father who was convicted
of child abuse in General Sessions Court,
Kingsport, Tenn., has been ordered to
submit a written report to the judge on
what the Bible says about disciplining children.
"I've never done this before," commented Judge George Garrett. But he told
defendant Jerry Vermillion, "I want you to
read what the Scriptures say about disciplining children and submit to me in
writing some comments about what you
think they mean."
Judge Garrett also told Mr. Vermillion,
who was convicted of hitting his 12-yearold stepdaughter with a boot, that if he
broke that probation condition or any of
several others he would be sentenced to a
year in jail.
Sympathy for Anti-Text Parents
Is Expressed by Harvey Cox
Participants in an academic forum in
Charleston, W. Va., on the West Virginia
textbook controversy, a discussion that
included theologian Harvey Cox, expressed support for what they believe to be
the goals of the anti-text protesters.
At a panel discussion on "Examined and
Unexamined Values in the Kanawha
County Textbook Controversy," at Morris
Harvey College, the scholars highlighted
the moral values involved in the dispute.
"One of the major problems in this
country is that people don't give a (care)
what is being taught to their children," Dr.
Cox said. "If I were to discover my
children were being taught things I thought
went completely against my beliefs or
family beliefs, I would complain, too."
The Harvard Divinity School professor
added: "All education, in a way, is
religious. It has to do with values and a
way of life and I'm sure leaders in the
controversy would define it that way."
Professor Disputes Darwin
On "Survival of Fittest"
Charles Darwin's theory about "survival
of the fittest" wasn't accurate, says a Johns
Hopkins University scientist in a new
theory on the evolution of life on earth.
Natural selection among individuals
within species does not operate fast enough
to account for the over-all course of evolution, says S t e v e n M . S t a n l e y , 33,
paleobiologist and professor in the school's
Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences.
Instead, most evolutionary change occurs in relatively sudden multiplications of
species, not gradual transition of one life
form into another as Darwin theorized,
Dr. Stanley (himself an evolutionist)
argues.
The scientist's theory was published in
the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences.
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Zaire's Protestant Leader
Opposes Claim Mobutu
Is a Christian Threat
The head of Zaire's Protestant Church
has challenged claims that President
Mobutu Sese Seko is a threat to Christianity.
In an interview published in Geneva, Dr.
Itofo Bokambanza Bokeleale said that
"Mobutuism" — the Zairian president's
policy of African "authenticity" — is not
contrary to church interests.
Dr. Bokeleale denied that anyone in
Zaire, including the President himself,
considers Mobutu a religious "Messiah,"
but he used the term "messiah" as a
political description.
"The people of Zaire know only one
God," said the president of the Church of
Christ of Zaire, a loose union of 53
Protestant denominations.
Karl Menninger Opposes Death Penalty
Thirty-six states have re-instituted the
death penalty, but noted psychiatrist Karl
Menninger opposes the moves strongly,
insisting that "Capital punishment is not a
deterrent to crime."
The reason he gives is that "people
engaged in desperate acts such as murder
do not govern their actions with cognitive
reasoning."
Dr. Menninger hopes the U.S. Supreme
C o u r t will rule a g a i n s t the c o n stitutionality of capital punishment in
cases now before it. In his book Whatever
Became of Sin? Dr. Menninger states,
"Sin has a willful, defiant or disloyal
quality; someone is defied or offended or
hurt. The willful disregard or sacrifice of
the welfare of others for the welfare or satisfaction of self is an essential quality of
the concept of sin."
Minister Landlords Serve
Apartment Complexes
H a v i n g m i n i s t e r s as a p a r t m e n t
landlords is "just plain good business
sense," says the president of an Illinois
housing development near Chicago.
Robert Miller, head of Remanco, Inc.,
decided that along with swimming pools
and tennis courts he would add the service
of ministers.
"They can communicate — that's their
business," Miller said. "Tenant turnover is
down. Rents are paid on time. And I don't
get nasty letters anymore."
Miller is working through an experimental apartment ministry program of the
Lutheran Council.
Mrs. Billy Graham to Speak
At Wheaton Commencement
Ruth Bell Graham, wife of Evangelist
Billy Graham, addressed students of
Wheaton College at the school's 116th
June commencement in Edman Chapel.
The invitation marks the first time in the
school's history that both a husband and
wife have addressed the graduates. Dr.
Graham was the commencement speaker
in 1970.
Mrs. Graham, a 1943 graduate, was
awarded a doctor of humane letters degree
during the commencement ceremonies.

M C C (Saskatchewan) Receives $48,250
From Provincial Government
Mennonite Central
Committee
(Saskatchewan) will receive just under
$100,000 from the Saskatchewan government for MCC's agricultural work in
Bangladesh. The first check, amounting to
$48,250 has already been received.
MCC's request for this matching fund
grant from the provincial government was
made through the recently f o r m e d
Saskatchewan Council of International
A g e n c i e s ( S C I A ) , of w h i c h M C C
(Saskatchewan) is a member.
The money received will go toward the
second and third years of an agricultural
program which has been acclaimed by the
Bengali people for its outstanding achievements.
Agricultural development is only part of
MCC's program in Bangladesh. It is also
providing vocational education and health
services and distributing material aid.
MCC's total cash budget for the current
year amounts to $2,013,982.
Bangladesh Team Receives Award
The Mennonite Central Committee
program in Bangladesh has received the
President's Gold Award for Agriculture
for introducing new crops and vegetables
to the Noakhali district.
The award, instituted in 1973 by the
Bengali government to honor outstanding
achievements in agriculture, consists of a
gold medal and Taka 10,000 (about
$1,250).
"This is a real honor for our efforts and
our whole team here, though the honor we
appreciate the most is to have the opportunity to share and work with the people of
Bangladesh," says Ken Koehn, M C C
Bangladesh director. "What has been
perhaps most gratifying to me was the
reaction of Bengali friends who were so
sincerely happy this award was given to
us."
During the winter the soil is too dry to
raise rice, Bangladesh's staple crop, but
MCCers have found other crops grow well
and help the soil as well.
The M C C winter crop program, located
a l o n g t h e c o a s t in s o u t h c e n t r a l
Bangladesh, promotes vegetables, oil seeds
such as soybeans and sunflowers, grains
and forage crops.
Christian Science Leader
Requests Law's Recognition
Of Religious Healing
A Christian Science leader in Maine has
asked the state legislature to amend the
proposed child welfare criminal code to
acknowledge religious methods of healing.
James H. Lawrence of the Christian
Science Committee on Publication for
Maine proposed an amendment that would
make it impossible to prosecute persons
for endangering the health of a dependent
for not providing medical treatment if they
did provide treatment "in accordance with
a recognized religious method of healing."
He testified before the legislature's
Judiciary Committee that "Christian
Science is a recognized alternative to
medical treatment."
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T.E.E. Wins Back "Stray Sheep"
(Davison Mukonka was received back
into church fellowship in 1973, having
been out of fellowship when he entered
the T.E.E. program. Rev. Silungwe questions Brother Mukonka on the benefits of
T.E.E. Fannie Longenecker
submitted
the dialogue.)
When did you join the T.E.E. class?
In 1971. I heard about it and I said,
"Let me go and see what this is." From
the beginning, the lessons were very
interesting.
What help did you get from T.E.E. to
return to the fellowship of the church?
The lessons gave me encouragement
and built up hope of returning, especially
the lessons of Paul to the Galatians who
went astray. He said they were foolish to
leave the ways of the Lord. This also gave
me hope of returning.
Has T.E.E. made a difference in your
home?
Yes, it has helped me. I have started
prayer in my home. Now I teach my wife
and also the children to know Jesus, who
He is.
Has T.E.E. helped you in teaching Sunday school?
Yes, very much. The course for Sunday' school teaching helped me to learn
what Sunday school is and what it is for.
I learned how it is organized and how to
teach. I keep all these books and
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sometimes refer to them when I want
help.
We sometimes ask you to go to Sikalongo
Village or to Sigonde to preach. What
help have you received from T.E.E. for
this?
Much help in preaching. I have discovered why preaching is important. It
helps me to get words for preaching to
others; and for myself, it strengthens my
faith. I did not know how to find words
for giving to people before.
I am no more ashamed to give those
words to people. I am much happier now
and I have peace which I did not have
before. I am free now. I very much want
to serve the Lord and give the Word to
others.
I want to continue with T.E.E. as long
as it is available here.

ZAMBIA—Every Monday afternoon
during second and third school terms,
one could observe the same people
w a l k i n g d o w n t h e r o a d to t h e
Sikalongo School. Usually the first to
arrive was John Mweetwa, who sews
at the hospital. Then there was Steliki
Mudenda, an older man who is pastor
of a new congregation. One would see
Deacon Paul Muleya (also a pastor)
coming with his wife, Bina Pierce, a
women's leader. There was Edward
Muleya, a farmer from a nearby
village. Miss Kababa, a teacher at a
primary school, would sometimes stop
to accompany Bina Trivina, a needle
craft teacher, and Bina Watson, the
w i f e of t h e S i k a l o n g o D i s t r i c t
Superintendent. There were dressers
(aides) and nurses from the hospital.
They all carried their Major and
Minor Prophets text which they had
studied during the previous week.
They were meeting now to discuss
their questions, problems, and new
thoughts they had encountered in their
study.
On Tuesday a f t e r n o o n s if the
observer would be at Hamonde or
Macha or Halumba or Singani, he
would see a similar thing—adults
meeting together for their weekly discussion. Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays there were seven more classes
at scattered centers. By Honda or by
car, the six discussion leaders would
travel to their twelve classes. (All of
the staff have full-time assignments
Evangelical

Visitor
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elsewhere, but take their weekly
classes as an additional means of
ministry in the life of the church.)
At the end of the ten weeks of
second term in 1974, 101 people took
the final exam in Major and Minor
Prophets.
Seventy-five of them
received certificates indicating that
they had passed the test, attended
most of the classes, and filled in their
study books. The course Church
Growth which was taught in third
term showed similar results. Pastors,
lay members, village headmen,
storekeepers, farmers, nurses and
teachers gained more knowledge of
what is in the Bible and new encouragement and practical ideas as to
how to be followers of Jesus Christ in
their daily situations.
This was T . E . E . (Theological
Education by Extension) in 1974 in
Zambia. This year, 1975, the picture
will be different. The courses of study
will change (the first term course is
"Looking at the Old Testament," over
the five books of Moses). Some of the
students will be new, and some from
1974 will have dropped out. Two new
learning centers have been added. But
these changes are to be expected, since
T.E.E. means taking the Bible School
to the places where the need and the
interest is the greatest.
—Eleanor Poe
Marshall and Eleanor Poe are on furlough from
their assignment with Choma Bible Institute
and the T.E.E. program in Zambia.
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RHODESIA—The T.E.E. program
in Rhodesia has now been in operation
for slightly more than two years.
Those who enrolled and have continued from the very beginning have
now completed fourteen subjects.
When the program was begun, some
were hesitant to join something completely new. However, those who continued for all subjects taught thus far
have gained greatly. It was very
gratifying this year to see some of
them make great strides spiritually
and hear them express appreciation
for the program.
Seven c e n t e r s were o p e r a t e d
through the year with good interest
and attendance at nearly all centers.
The subjects taught were Bible
Geography,
Ephesians
and
Colossians, Old Testament Survey
Part I, Prayer, Jeremiah, and Mark.
The centers were at Nsezi, Munkula,
Silobi, Zhukwe, Gqalaza, Sinkukwe
and Sitezi. The attendance was 61 for
Term I, 57 for Term II and 62 for
Term III. While we were very grateful
for the response and interest, we still
carry a great concern for some
leaders, such as pastors, who seem
reluctant to join the courses.
Last rainy season was a heavy one,
and some roads became impassable.
However, we always found a way to
get to the centers. Sometimes it meant
driving the car part way, leaving it at a
river, and walking or traveling by
bicycle the remainder of the way.
Once, in the course of duty, the coordinator attempted to cross a river on
motorcycle. Both motorcycle and
rider were washed off the causeway
into the river. (Both are still running
"full steam.") A few times we were
stuck. One week one of the students at
one center dreamed that the teacher
arrived early. She arrived very early in
order to be in good time. Unfortunately, the teacher got stuck on the way
and arrived late that day.

Thus, in 1969, the request came
that the wives of Bible S c h o o l
students should be given the opportunity to take s o m e courses at
C h o m a Bible Institute.
One wife, Bina W a t s o n , just
listened—she could neither read nor
write, although her husband had
begun to teach her to recognize
words in simple readers, in the
hymnbook, and in the Bible.
In 1971 her husband was assigned
a church position in the Sikalongo
area. By now, Bina Watson was
reading and writing a bit. She joined
the T.E.E. classes with her husband
and as she learned more of God's
Word and the life and work of witnessing Christians, she gained confidence to teach a children's Sunday
school class. Although faltering at
first,
she p r a y e d at W o m e n ' s
Conference, then began to take part
in leading and in giving a message in
the women's meetings.
Bina Watson is an ordinary
woman. But through study, reading
the short sections and answering the
questions in the programmed instruction of T.E.E. and through
o t h e r c l a s s e s at C h o m a B i b l e
I n s t i t u t e , she is g r o w i n g and
developing in her Christian life and
service. Much credit goes to her
husband who has encouraged and
helped her. H e was a proud husband
when in a recent test she was top of
the class—and rightly so.
—Fannie
Longenecker,
Teacher at Choma Bible Institute
Zambia

We are grateful for the services of
Brother Bruce Khumalo, who continues to serve as part-time teacher
and part-time translator. Miss Abbie
Moyo, who was assisting with translation work, left the latter part of 1974
to be married.
We give sincere praise and thanks to
the Lord for His continued blessing
throughout the year. A new T.E.E.
center has been opened in Bulawayo,
with other centers planned to start
later in 1975. Let us pray that this
Bible training program will be a
means of strengthening and building
the church.
—J. R. Shenk, coordinator
Bible Institute Extension Center,
Rhodesia
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A nurse tries to run away
from restrictions
...
and meets up with Jesus.

On Call, But Not on Hand
Lycee Muluwe
1 AM 22 years of age. My early
education I did in Kitwe (Zambia) on
the Copperbelt. At the end of Form I,
I saw things starting to change with
me. I became interested in things
which my father wasn't pleased about,
like going to dances and films.
Although my family were against all
my deeds, I still continued because I
couldn't stay without all those fancy
outings, as we used to call them.
After a year my father got fed up
and sent me away to stay with my
uncle in Mansa in Luapula District.
But there were no dances, films, teentimes and other things I liked most. So
I packed up my things one day while
my uncle was at work and got a bus
back to Kitwe. I had heard that my
father was very sick, that he would not
be coming home soon. Do you know,
that news made me feel really happy,
because I wouldn't have anybody running after me when I am out!
New Freedom
At the end of my third year of Form
II, I decided to go to a nursing school
far away from my parents so they
wouldn't be in my way. I forgot that
even at nursing school there would be
rules. So I applied to Monze Mission
Hospital in Southern Province, was
accepted, and started my training.
But there were regulations! I obeyed
at first, remembering what my father
told me when I left home: if I was
Lycee (pronounced "Lease") Muluwe
has completed the Zambia Enrolled
Nurses' course and is at present on the
staff of Macha Mission Hospital. She is
the same girl Arlene Miller wrote about
in "We Both Sat in Wonder at This
Jesus . . ." (May 25, 1974, Evangelical
Visitor). I was interested to read the
other side of the happening. — Miriam
Stern, Lusaka)
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oing to behave the same way as I was
ehaving at home, I would not be able
to continue my training. As I wanted
nursing so much, I tried to follow the
regulations. But I grew worse and
worse, especially in my second year of
training. I came to hate that regulation of getting permission to go out.
Sister was questioning us "Where are
you going?" and "What are you going
to do?" I hated everything.
It was also compulsory for every
student to attend church services and
Bible studies, but I was not interested.
I could be in church or in Bible study;
not my soul, but my body only, to
show Sister that I was present. I hated
Bibles and people who were reading
them. Instead of going for Bible study
or church services, I soon often went
out without permission.
It was in September, with only a few
months of training to go, that I forgot
I was on call to the theater (operating
room) and went out as usual. Do you
know what? There came up an
emergency case which needed surgery
right away. Sister was asked if she
knew where I was. She knew nothing
because I never went to her for permission to go out.
I was punished, getting a two-week
suspension from duties. After this I
behaved for some time. During this
period the sisters kept eyes on me. My
movements were really watched. I
thought they wouldn't continue, they
will soon give up, but they didn't.
As days went by, I repeated the
same thing. I was caught again, this
time by the Matron. My life "ended"
when I heard the following day that I
was expelled from school, for good
this time. I pleaded with the authorities but they wouldn't hear of it.
So that was finished!
Poor Lycee, expelled from school
while she was at the end of her two-

year training course. I cried every time
I thought of my schoolmates in
Monze. How I missed them and the
patients in my ward. "They will be
wondering where I have gone and the
girls will tell them my story and
everyone will know that I was a bad
girl."
I stayed home for months which I
cannot remember. They seemed to be
ten years. I started a typewriting and
shorthand course, just forcing myself
to do something for my life but I never
was interested in typewriting, because
ever since I was a child I liked nursing
better than anything else.
Months went by. Then I got a letter
from Sister Tutor of Monze Nursing
School, telling me that the authorities
have thought of giving me another
chance to train as a nurse—this time
at M a c h a Mission Hospital in
Southern Province.
I told my parents about it at once.
Father encouraged me to go, but my
mother wasn't pleased about it. She
thought of being disappointed again,
and the neighbors' gossip if I was
expelled for a second time.
So I came to Macha Mission
Hospital September 1973.
Really, I felt a different person all
together. My life at Macha changed
right from the beginning. I began to
hear m o r e t h i n g s which J e s u s
did—great things which any man cannot do, but only the Son of God. I
heard that Jesus walked on water, He
healed the sick, raised people from
death. I thought to myself that He
must have been a wonderful person to
do all that. Sister Arlene Miller, our
Sister Tutor, continued teaching us
about the Son of God. I really became
interested in His Word, so much so
that I bought a Bible for myself. Bit by
bit I came to learn more about Him. I
to page eleven
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MESSIAH COLLEGE
Dr. Martin Schrag, Chairman of the
Department of Religion and Philosophy at
Messiah College, announces the following
courses to be given during the three weeks
of January Term, January 5-23, 1976.
Trends in Contemporary Theology. The
first week on pastoral work will be taught
by Bishop R. Donald Shafer, and two
weeks on theological issues will be taught
by Dr. Arthur Climenhaga. The accent will
be on the evangelical aspect of current
trends.
Early Wesleyan Movements. Focusing
on Wesleyan theology, the course, taught
by Luke Keefer, Jr., will include a ten-day
trip to England for first hand study of early
Methodists, the Quakers, and the Salvation Army. The tour dates will be January
6-15, and the tentative cost of the trip will
be $550-600. (Note: This course was announced incorrectly in a previous Visitor
as a 60 day tour).
Missions Anthropology. Taught by Dr.
Robert Hess, the course will focus on
cultural implications of Christian missions
a n d will r e l a t e to t h e d y n a m i c s o f
promoting change across cultural lines.
Pastoral Counseling. This course, taught
by Rev. George Kimber, is designed to
present the theoretical and practical
dimensions of pastoral counseling. There
will be particular emphasis on growth and
crisis counseling.
Gospel of Mark. This inductive study of
Mark with focus on God's revelation in the
book will be taught by Dr. Martin Schrag.
C o n s i d e r a t i o n will be g i v e n to t h e
spiritual-theological import of the book
and how such import is to be related to
contemporary life.
All the above courses can be enrolled in
for three hours of college credit. The cost
per semester hour is $90. Full time Christian workers, including pastors, are given a
50% reduction. A n y o n e can audit the
courses for $30 per hour.
A n "age" discount, based on the $90 per
semester hour rate is as follows:
A g e 30-39, 25 percent discount
A g e 40-49, 40 percent discount
A g e 50-59, 55 percent discount
A g e 60-69, 70 percent discount
A g e 70-plus, 85 percent discount
For more complete information on any
of the above, contact Dr. Wayne Cassel,
Registrar, Messiah College, Grantham,
Pa. 17027, or call (717) 766-2511.

MISSIONS
Mark and Esther Horst and family
arrived in Pennsylvania on M a y 5, having
completed their Voluntary Service assignments at C h o m a Secondary School, Z a m bia.
to page fourteen
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General Fund Statement
Quarter Ended March 31,1975
Canadian Balance January 1,1975
USA Balance January 1,1975
Transfer to '75 Budget from '74 Receipts . .
Canadian Receipts
USA Receipts

$ 2,946.08
5,581.46
17,384.53
10,082.57
52,840.04

Total Receipts and Balance

$88,834.68

USA

Disbursements

Canada

...$15,821.18
. . . 14,982.29
(85.77)
. . . 5,000.00
879.03
. . . 4,815.76
236.05
342.00
960.00
15.00
. . . 5,450.00
. . . 6,609.31
...
1,410.00
300.00
780.00

Administrative
Personnel
Information Services
Rhodesia—Church
Rhodesia—Mission
Zambia
India—Church
India—Mission
Bangalore
Delhi
Japan
Nicaragua
Navajo Mission
San Francisco
Bronx (Fellowship Chapel)
Montreal Lake Children's Home
Salem (Labish)
International Currency
Mission Churches
Extension Churches
Urban Ministries
Christian Service Ministries
Total Disbursements

$

803.97
2,498.45

3,000.00

2,500.00

780.00
780.00
14.45
. . . 4,240.98
. . . 14,662.50
. . . (1,084.00)
...
2,772.46
...$78,901.24

624.99
2,557.34

$12,764.75

DEFICIT BALANCE March 31,1975

$91,665.99
($2,83f.31)

Analysis of Balance
USA Balance
Canada Balance

($3,095.21)
263.90
($2,831.31)

ON CALL, BUT NOT ON HAND
from page ten

learnt that before you accept Him, you
have to repent and you have got to be
born again. I did not understand what
Sister Miller was talking about.
One day I went to her after class,
asking what she meant by "being born
again." She said it does not mean
going back into your mother's uterus
and being a baby again. No, "being
born again" means to realize your sins
which you have done in the past, say
"sorry" to God, and promise not to
sin again. Not just saying all those
because you feel like saying them; you
have got to mean it deep inside you.
Jesus accepts anyone who wants to
come to Him. I felt I wanted to come
to Jesus at once and I did so. I learned
that God does not like sin. He does not
like people telling lies to other people
and doing what I did. I said "sorry"
to some people to whom I lied.

The Perfect Friend is Jesus
I have accepted Jesus and I will
always have Him. I have found that
Jesus is the only good friend, not those
friends I used to make. The next time I
will make sure I make good friends,
those who walk in God's ways.
Jesus knows all about me—the
worst things I have done in this world,
and He loves me just the same. There
is only one who loves like that, and
Jesus is His wonderful name.
Your problems are much the same
as mine, aren't they? Whenever you
are in trouble, pray to God. He really
hears your prayers because He cares
for you and He wants to hear you and
me. It's good if you too can discuss
your problems with a friend as wise as
my Sister Tutor, and you can get a
Bible and read what God Himself has
said about these things.
11

Glenn Gindersays:

Sunday School Growth
is Everybody's Business
S O M E WILL complain that the idea
suggested in the title has been parroted
before without results. True. When it
is void of feeling and commitment, it is
nothing more tnan a front. Those who
would, may hide in its vague
generalities. But try it again. When
you say it, let each word convey its
honest meaning — "Sunday School
Growth is Everybody's Business!"
Now there is implicit in the statement,
an affirmation 1) that the Sunday
school concept is a viable and productive reality, 2) that we are all in it together and 3) that, like any business, it
must be taken seriously.
Others have affirmed the viability of
the Sunday school concept. I would
like to accept that and move on to
focus on the other two implications
noted above.
Every person in the Sunday school
fits quite naturally into one of four
roles. Consider the class member.
Normally 80-90% of the total Sunday
school attendance is included in this
category. Sheer mass would suggest
that here there is great potential for
Sunday school growth. And it's true.
Class members have superb opportunities for public relations —
speaking positively to others about the
activities, the teacher, the spirit and
focus of the class and inviting friends
and associates to come along. And
there is more. Every class member can
express consistent prayerful concern
for the teacher. He can do some prior
thinking and reading about each
lesson. He can commit himself to
regular and prompt attendance. I am
convinced that the Sunday school that
will grow needs this kind of commitment and involvement by its class
members.
In every Sunday school there are
teachers. Many of them are not
specialists. In fact, some have little
Glenn is the Associate Pastor of the Upland.
California, Brethren in Christ Church. He
serves the denomination
as the Personnel
Secretary and as a member of the Board of
Christian
Education.
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formal training. Others are extremely
busy. Some are relatively new in the
life of the church. Still others are old
faithfuls. But in a growing Sunday
school, the teachers are tnose who
have seriously accepted a challenge.
Their assignment: To lead a group of
people in the process of discovering
and understanding eternal truth. The
one thing that will always make the
difference between the average Sunday
school teacher and the one who contributes to Sunday school growth is
attitude. Does he sense that this
ministry is at the very heart of the
Sunday school? If he does, he will be
tuned in to two of the very basic
concerns of teaching: 1) He will be
diligent in study and research, probing
into the real thrust of each lesson,
drawing on any resource at hand to
bring eternal truth into the light of
every day relevance. 2) He will look
into the hearts and read the lives of the
class members, always dignifying
them (as well as their comments and
questions) with genuine interest and
acceptance. I can assure you I would
like to be a member of that class —
and others would too!
Then there are
Administrators
(superintendents and directors). For
the superintendent who would contribute to Sunday school growth the
key is being alert, perceptive, interested with respect to his staff. He
can express this concerned stance 1) by
listening to (talking with) his staff individually and as a team, (2) by discovering available training opportunities and helping teachers to be
involved, 3) by creating a climate and
providing the kinds of aids that will
help to make Sunday school teaching
attractive and enjoyable, 4) by keeping
in touch with attendance trends in
each class so he can encourage growth
patterns and offer assistance in stopping "leaks," 5) by seeing himself as a
public relations representative for the
Sunday school — through the newspaper, church bulletin, and newsletter. Let him mix this kind of con-

cern with appropriate long-range planning and the wheels are turning for
growth.
The Pastor, too, is an integral part
of the Sunday school and essential to
its growth. He can be effective in
helping the congregation to sense that
the Sunday school is not in competition with the "church program" but a
valuable expression of it. He can be
alert to those persons whose lives have
been touched through a Sunday school
class and seek to lead them into the
broader spectrum of church life. He
can lead the congregation in prayerful
concern for those who give leadership
to its teaching ministries week after
week.
One Christian Education Director
who had served in several churches
said to me, "My job and that of other
Sunday school leaders I know would
be so much easier if we felt we had the
support of our pastors." Although I
could state that I had not encountered
the same problem personally, the
tragedy of such a situation is apparent.
Two words summerize the qualities
that EVERYBODY needs to have in a
growing Sunday school: Enthusiasm
and Excellence.
Enthusiasm is somewhat illusive.
However, taking conscious note of the
strengths of your exiting Sunday
school program will certainly help. It
is also productive to pinpoint one of
the things your Sunday school does
well and capitalize on it. Take note of
every person who does a job with zest
and commitment — no matter how
small — and personally express
thanks for their contribution to a
growing Sunday school. But watch
out, enthusiasm is contageous!
The concern for excellence will have
long-range and consistantly positive
effect on growth. It does not matter
what role he fills, every person in the
Sunday school should be challenged to
sharpen his skills and strengthen his
talents. It may be trite but it is true:
"Whatever is worth doing is worth
doing well." One of the most helpful
aids available for promoting excellence is RELAY. Everyone, including
class members, can utilize this simple
self-administered training program
developed and provided by the Board
for Christian Education.
Admittedly, our Sunday schools are
all different. The settings are diverse.
Each person who serves is unique. So
no one can say with certainty which
emphasis, or approach or role in the
Sunday school is most important. But,
like the axiom about the chain that is
no stronger than its weakest link, let
there be among us the firm conviction
that Sunday school growth is everybody's business.
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Youth Participate
in Summer Service
T H I S S U M M E R approximately 40 young people will
participate in Summer Service — a program sponsored by
the Board of Christian Education.
Through Summer Service, young people are sent to
camps, missions, and other institutions to give two to four
weeks of service. The young people are involved in a
variety of projects. Some of the assignments include
counseling, maintenance, building, cooking, kitchen service, visitation and evangelism, cleaning and painting.
Summer Service helps youth put into action their faith
in Christ and their love for others. Most of these young
people report that through these experiences they have
really grown in their Christian life and love for the Lord.
The young people volunteer for these assignments. They
give their time and skills without pay and contribute 75%
of their travel costs. The Board of Christian Education
provides the other 25%.
The following young people have been assigned at the
time of this writing. Several others are still in the process
of being placed.
To Camp Lakeview, Goodrich, Michigan — Linda
Haring, Mary Beth Wilkins, Phyllis Leach, Tammy
Oberlin, Sharon Thomas, Brenda Carbaugh, Virginia
Mellinger, Mary Brubaker, Joanna Lehman, Janet
Stoner, Jean Smith, Sharon Williams, Carl Stepler, Royce
Thrush, Robert Thrush, Ed Sands, David Lehman.
To Lifeline Mission, San Francisco, California — Judy
Eberly, Donna Minter.
To Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa. — Pat Burge,
Bonnie Miller, Jan Middaugh.
To Mile High Pines Camp, Angelus Oaks, California —
Linda Worman, Linda Lehman, Tammy Krause, Mark
Crowe, Craig Garis, Clair Thrush, Mark Bair.
To Montreal Lake Children's Home, Timber Bay,
Saskatchewan — Sharon Hess, Joy Moore, Pamela
Wedel, Joyce Engle, Craig Garis.
To Spring Lake Retreat, Wurtsboro, New York —
Keith Engle, Maxine Martin, Ellen Stottlemyer.
Please pray for these young people as they serve Christ
this summer.

Curriculm Writers Meet
1 HE M O R E than forty persons assigned as writers and
editors for The Foundation Series are meeting June 9-13
for a Writers Orientation at the Laurelville Church Center
near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Among these writers are Mary Fretz, Vineland, Ontario; Jean Neilsen, Ontario, California; Mary Ebersole,
Nappanee, Indiana; and Warren Hoffman, Salem,
Oregon: members of the Brethren in Christ Church.
At this orientation writers will be receiving input from a
variety of resource persons as they prepare to work on
their specific writing assignments in the new Sunday
school curriculum.
Theologians Helmut Harder, Jacob Enz, Martin Schrag
and Ed Stolzfus will be helping writers and editors underJune 10, 1975

stand the biblical themes which provide focus for the curriculum. Dan Chamberlain will alert them to the nature of
the child's world touching the areas of home, public
school, mass media and community while Byron Royer
will speak to personality and conscience development.
Mary Oyer, Roy Umble and Marvin Bartel will discuss
the educational value of music, drama and art.
Paul Lederach, Executive Director of The Foundation
Series, is serving as chairman of the Orientation. He also
will be explaining the global objective of the curriculum.
Throughout the Orientation the three Foundation Series
editors, Cornelia Lehn, James Horsch and John Arthur
Brubaker will be working closely with their writers on
matters such as writing objectives, developing session
plans, and manuscript preparation.
The Foundation Series is designed to be a new Sunday
school curriculum. The Brethren in Christ, the General
Conference Mennonites, and the Mennonite General
Conference are the three groups participating in this
cooperative curriculum project as Publishing Partners.
The Church of the Brethren is identified with the project as
a Cooperative User.
The Foundation Series will include curriculum materials
for preschool through Grade 8. It is to be available for use
in the congregations by September of 1977.
The proposed curriculum, named The Foundation
Series, will focus on Jesus Christ and His church, the
Scriptures, and life in Christ today. It will set forth the
type of discipleship that springs from the New Birth, from
obedience to Christ and His Word, and from walking in
the Spirit.
The key Scripture verse for The Foundation Series is I
Corinthians 3:11, "For no other foundation can any one
lay than that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ."
Pray for these writers and editors as they prepare
curriculum materials for the children in our Sunday
schools.

Messiah Commencement
Messiah College awarded 183 degrees to the largest
graduating class in its history at the sixty-fifth annual
Commencement on May 10.
The speaker was Mr. Paul E. Little of Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship. Jerome Hines, noted bass soloist,
was given the Distinguished Public Service Award. He
responded with a warm personal testimony and then
thrilled the standing-room-only audience by singing,
"Blessed Assurance."
Graduating with highest honors was Richard Zercher,
son of Editor John Zercher. He was one of the very few
straight-A students ever graduated from Messiah College.
He also received the alumni award for scholarship, leadership, and school loyalty.
Other honors students included: Judith A. Kipe,
daughter of Bishop H. Frank Kipe; Wendy M. Long,
daughter of Professor Alden M. Long; Patricia Wenger
(Mrs. Enlow) Walker; Louis D. Engle, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Engle; Richard L. Engle, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Engle; D. Rahn Hostetter, son of Dr. and Mrs.
D. Ray Hostetter; Gloria Mann Lebo, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ethan Mann; and Linda Chubb Letner, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold D. Chubb.
At the banquet for Trustees, Faculty, and Staff the
evening before Commencement, Miriam Bowers and
Dorothy Schragg were honored for giving more than 25
years of service to Upland College and Messiah College.
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CHURCH NEWS
from page eleven

In 1971 the Mission Board established a
policy which (under certain
restrictions)
provides for the coming together in midterm of overseas missionaries and their
children who are studying in the USA and
Canada. It is within this context that four
"M.K.'s" are making trips overseas this
spring:
Frank and Pat Kipe (Choma, Zambia)
enjoyed the visit of two of their children in
May. Ken left Pennsylvania May 4, planning to return May 27. Judy left for
Z a m b i a after her g r a d u a t i o n from
Messiah College and plans to return to the
U S A June 19.
Joe and Marietta Smith (Delhi, India)
are looking forward to the arrival of Jay
and Bonnie, who leave for India June 8.
Their plans for returning are indefinite at
the time of this writing.

CONFERENCES

congregation. The pastor is G e o r g e
Kimber who is also a member of tne
faculty of Messiah College.
The Clear Creek congregation reports
the election of Ralph Bowman as the
church deacon on Sunday morning, May
4. The pastor is Rev. Curtis Bryant.

Canadian
The young people from the Boyle
congregation held a weekend retreat at
Camp Kahquah. Their sponsors were
George Comfort and Marvin Coverdale.
The pastor is Rev. Arthur Heise.
The Bridlewood congregation held a
Christian Growth Seminar on April 12 and
13. "Growth as a Family" was directed by
Wes Klassen and Don Evans directed
"Growth as a Person." Rev. Elwood
Flewelling is the pastor.

The Mechanicsburg congregation
honored the Donald Potteiger family with
a food shower on Sunday, May 4. The
P o t t e i g e r s , h o m e on furlough from
Rhodesia, Africa, shared in the morning
service. A covered dish dinner was held
after the service. Rev. Daniel Hoover is the
pastor.

Central

The Christ Crusaders of the Montgomery congregation took charge of the
services on Sunday, April 27 in observance of Youth Day. They had as their
guests a group of young people from Teen
Challenge. The pastor at Montgomery is
Rev. H. Melvin Boose.

Mr. and Mrs. Finis E. Burton of Garlin,
Kentucky, were recently given special
recognition for having perfect church
attendance for the past 24 years. Mr. and
Mrs. Burton are members of the Beluah
Chapel Church. Their pastor is Rev.
Harold Wolgemuth.

The Shermans Valley congregation
received eleven persons into church
membership on Sunday morning, March
30. Rev. Earl J. Lehman is the pastor.

Allegheny
The newspaper ad shown below has been
placed in the local paper by the Dillsburg
"StelittM

Atlantic

em
Dillsburg, Pa.

When in need of help, call any one of
the numbers listed below. They will
alert others in the chain, and they
will offer prayers for you !
Vve are pleased t o be of assistance, call
as o f t e n as y o u wish !

u. KIMHER
N. I N (.IK
R GARLIN
C. SHEAFFKR
K GASSWINT
A. GRISSINI.IR
P. M E T Z L E R
T. M I L L E R
D HOOVER

697-052(1
766X072

1) K t E F E R

766-8050

4.12-5506
4.12-5506
766-0046
432-4400
4.12-4759
4.12-5546
4.12-5641

M WARD
R GRANT
E. M I L L E R
J. A L L E M A N
J. PIPP
J GRUMBINE

432-4022

S. M E L L

697-1176
697-1782
697-8140
432-3620
432-9965
766-4336

The Bethel Congregation (Va.) held a
Dedication Service for their remodeled
church building on Sunday, May 11.
Special music was provided by the Valley
View congregation. The pastor at Bethel is
Rev. Paul C. Smucker and the pastor at
Valley View is Rev. W. Rupert Turman.
The Holden Park congregation held a
panel discussion on "excuses for not
accepting Christ" on Sunday evening,
April 13. An appropriate message by the
pastor, Rev. Larry Steffee, followed the
discussion.

The pastor of the Carland Zion congregation, Rev. Eric Stanton, reports recent opportunities for holding devotions
with men of the church prior to their going
to work. The devotions are held as early as
5:15 a.m.
The Highland congregation reports
having received persons into church
membership each month since December.
Rev. Louis Cober is the pastor.

Pacific
Sippo Congregation Receives

On Sunday morning, April 27, the Sippo Valley congregation received 16 members into fellowship. This
represents a forty percent increase in the membership of the congregation. Rev. Archie Penner is the
pastor of the congregation.
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The Wednesday evening Bible study of
the Ontario congregation held a special
family night on May 7. There were Bible
quizzes and stories for the children. Rev.
Jerel Book is the pastor.
Approximately 174 women gathered
together for a Women's Fellowship dinner
meeting recently in the Fellowship Hall of
the Upland Brethren in Christ Church. The
air of excitement increased as the ladies
waited for the special feature of the
evening to begin . . . on display, a large size
handmade quilt.
It had taken weeks of planning and
preparation to be ready for the auction. A s
many as 19 different ladies spent approximately 384 hours in making blocks
and quilting an original bedspread to be
sold; the money to be made available to
teenage campers who would otherwise be
unable to attend our Mile High Pines
camp in Angelus Oaks, Calif. Associate

Evangelical Visitor

Pastor, Glenn A. Ginder acted as auctioneer for the evening and kept the bidding lively and entertaining. When the fun
and excitement of the bidding was over and
the final price was firm, the total amounted
to $260 with Mrs. Esther Nelson as the
proud owner of the beautiful, pink quilt.

Births
Brubaker: Ronald Brad, born April 27
to Mr. and Mrs. Ron Brubaker, Grantham
congregation, Pa.
Bryant: Derek Michael, born April 17 to
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Bryant, Clear Creek
congregation, Pa.
Burmaster: Andrea Christine, born July
16, 1974, to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Burmaster, Puslinch congregation, Ont.
Case: Diana Marie, born Oct. 7, 1974,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Case, Puslinch
congregation, Ont.
Dissinger: Bryan Michael, born April 29
to Mr. and Mrs. Barry Dissinger, Skyline
View congregation, Pa.
Engle: Sarah Elizabeth, born April 24 to
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Engle, Cincinnati,
Ohio. The Engles are from the Upland
congregation, Calif.
Grube: Joel Andrew, born March 18 to
Mr. and Mrs. James Grube, Refton congregation, Pa.
Long: Steven Earl, born April 18 to Mr.
and Mrs. J. David Long, Montgomery
congregation, Pa.
Helfrick: Kimberly Ann, born April 23
to M r . and M r s . A s a H e l f r i c k ,
Montgomery congregation, Pa.
Kreider: Alissa Kay, born May 2 to Mr.
and Mrs. James Kreider, Refton congregation, Pa.
Sheppard: Alan Daniel, born March 24
t o M r . and M r s . D a v e S h e p p a r d ,
Paramount congregation, Md.
Sollenberger: Chad Eric, born April 10
to Mr. and Mrs. Greg Sollenberger, Paramount congregation, Md.
Steckbeck: Dorcas Irene, born May 1 to
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Steckbeck, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Stiffler: Wesley Shane, born March 16
to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Stiffler, Clear
Creek congregation, Pa.
Tyrrell: Jeremy Benjamin, born Nov.
13, 1974, to Rev. and Mrs. Gerald Tyrrell,
Puslinch congregation, Ont.
Weicht: Casey Daniel, born May 4 to
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Weicht, Clear Creek
congregation, Pa.
Wideman: Cara Michelle, born March
19 to Mr. and Mrs. Don Wideman, Heise
Hill congregation, Ont.
Wingert: Nathan Todd, born May 5 to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wingert, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Yost: Jodie Doreen, born Feb. 13 to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Yost, Refton congregation, Pa.
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Weddings
Antle-Rowland: Rhonda, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowland, Dayton,
Ohio, and Mark, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Antle, New Carlisle, Ohio, April 19
in the Phoneton Church with Rev. Elam O.
Dohner officiating.
C o l l e d g e - G i s e l m a n : Theresa M a y
Giselman, Six Mile Run, Pa., and Vernon
Co Hedge, Everett, Pa., April 26 in the
Shermans Valley Church parsonage with
Rev. Earl J. Lehman officiating.
Hostetter-Edinger: Shelly Joan,
daughter of R. B. Edinger, Alliance, Ohio,
and David Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Millard Hostetter, Hope, Kansas, April 27
in the Canton Baptist Temple, Ohio, with
Rev. David Harmond officiating.
Keller-Slagenweit: Faye Jean, daughter
of Mrs. David Slagenweit, and Richard
Leonard, son of Rev. and Mrs. Robert
Keller, Sr., April 26 in the Martinsburg
Church with Rev. Robert Keller
officiating.
Smith-Haring: Sharon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Haring, Lewisberry, Pa.,
and James, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rhuell
Smith, Mechanicsburg, Pa., April 26 in
the Grantham Church with Rev. William
V. Fetrow officiating.
Thompson-Yarnick: Marilyn Louise,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yarnick,
Huntingdon, Pa., and Michael Leroy, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. Harold Thompson,
James Creek, Pa., March 29 in the Shermans Valley Church with Rev. Earl J.
Lehman officiating.
Wenger-Steider: Joan M. Steider and
Rev. J. Ralph Wenger, Hagerstown, Md.,
March 8 in the Paramount Church with
Rev. James Lesher and Rev. Lloyd
Weaver officiating.

Obituaries
Alexander: Virgie Esther Alexander,
born Sept. 2, 1895, in Darke County,
Ohio, died May 3, 1975, in Piqua, Ohio.
She was the daughter of Peter and
Laughman Brown. She was married to
Morris F. Alexander in 1915 who survives.
Also surviving are two sons: Joseph E. and
Robert R.; a daughter, Mrs. Betty Hall; a
sister; a brother; four grandchildren; and
five great-grandchildren. She was a
member of the Pleasant Hill Brethren in
Christ Church where the funeral service
was conducted by Rev. Glenn A. Hensel.
Interment was in the Highland Cemetery.
Dick: Miss Eva Laura Dick, born Feb.
3, 1894, near Canton, Ohio, died May 2,
1975, in the Hanover House Nursing
Home, Massillon, Ohio. She was the
daughter of Rev. John C. and Ellen
Paulus Dick. She is survived by a niece; a
great-niece; and a great-nephew. She was a
member of the Valley Chapel Brethren in
Christ Chruch and spent 27 years at the
Dayton Mission, Ohio. The funeral service
was held in the Myers Chapel, E. Canton,
Ohio, with Rev. Marion Berg and Rev.

Henry Heisey officiating. Interment was in
the Valley Chapel Cemetery.
Eshelman: Mrs. Myrza M. Eshelman,
born Oct. 11, 1888, died May 5, 1975, in
Camp Hill, Pa. She was married to
Christopher E. Eshelman who preceded
her in death. She is survived by two sons:
Marlin C. and Ralph J.; a sister; four
grandchildren; and seven great-grandchildren. She was a member of the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church.
The funeral service was held in the Mechanicsburg Funeral Home with Rev.
Simon Lehman, Jr. officiating. Interment
was in the Rolling Green Cemetery, Camp
Hill.
Hammons: Micahel Paul, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hammons, died
April 18, 1975. The graveside service was
held in the Conestoga Memorial Park,
officiated by Rev. Dale Allison.
McFarland: Mrs. Ella Sue McFarland,
Hopewell, Pa., died March 21, 1975. She
was born May 4, 1930. She was a member
of the Shermans Valley Brethren in Christ
Church. The funeral service was held in the
Shermans Valley Church with Rev. Earl J.
Lehman officiating.
Ruby: Mrs. Margaret Mae Ruby, born
May 28, 1892, in Garman Mills, died May
11, 1975, in the Memorial Hospital,
Johnstown, Pa. She was the daughter of
Perry and Susanna Woodside Jonns. On
Sept. 21, 1911, she was married to William
Ruby who preceded her in death. She is
survived by five daughters: Mrs., Rosella
Black, Mrs. Betty Geisel, Mrs. Charlotte
Muldoone, Mrs. Nathaline George, Mrs.
Lois Jean Keith; one son, Jess; 32 grandchildren; and 45 great-grandchildren. She
is also survived by a sister and a brother.
The funeral service was held in the Coalmont Church of God with Rev. Bedsaul
Agee officiating. Interment was in the
Evans Cemetery, Broad Top City, Pa.
Weaver: J. Clayton Weaver, born April
28, 1909, died November 2, 1974, in the
Hagersville Hospital, Ont. He is survived
by his wife, Velma; three daughters: Betty
Giesbers, Leola Hoover, and Barbara Ann
Hoover; 11 grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren. He is also survived by a
brother and two sisters. A granddaughter,
two sisters, and a brother preceded him in
death. He was a member of the Cheapside
Brethren in Christ Church where the
funeral service was held with Rev. Edward
Gilmore and Rev. Charles Byer officiating.
Interment was in the Cheapside Cemetery.
Wyles: Mrs. Dolores A. Wyles, born
June 16, 1924, in Saxton, Pa., died May 7,
1975. She eas a daughter of Bruce and
Ethel M a e Thomas Kelley. She was
married to John R. Wyles, Sr., who survives along with her mother. She is also
survived by two daughters: Mrs. Stephanie
Thomas, Mrs. Gretchen Perrin; two sons:
John R., Jr., and Nathan; three grandchildren; four brothers; and three sisters. She
was a member of the Saxton Brethren in
Christ Church. The funeral service was
held in the Saxton Church with Rev.
Bedsaul Agee officiating. Interment was in
the Grandview Cemetery, Saxton.
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"Jesus took bread . . . and gave it. . . And he
took the cup . . . and gave it ..."
(Matthew
26:26, 27).
He took,
He gave
His life
To save.
I take,
I give
To Him
To live.
Death rules
In him
Who keeps
Himself.
Life reigns
In him
Who gives
To Christ.
Death rules
In him
Who lives
To sin.
Christ took,
He gave;
He lives
To save.
He takes,
He gives
Himself
And lives.
We take,
We give
Ourselves
To live.
Have we any right to "take" unless we are
willing to "give"? "Jesus took...
and
gave..."
Have we?

